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Next Meats has strenuously researched, developed, and distributed plant-based alternative meats to fulfill our mission of "Not letting Earth end". We believe reducing the
consumption of commercial animal products and the strain put on the environment from animal agriculture is a critical factor in addressing climate change, and expect
alternative meats to become even more of a vital aliment when considering the future of the Earth, and the survival of all life forms.

We believe all companies which truly intend to realize any of the Sustainable Development Goals should participate in open innovation to combine their technologies
and networks, rather than compete for market share and only focus on profitability.

Because without exaggeration, our planet is on the brink of a climate catastrophe. But we are ambitious about changing the narrative.

Hence, to resolve the issue in an e�ective way, we will be launching the 「Next Meats Accelerator Program」.

This program, held worldwide in three languages simultaneously (Japanese, English, and Chinese), aims to speedily cultivate worldwide business collaboration
opportunities focused on sustainability. By combining the resources of Next Meats (funds, technology, customers, products, business development capabilities) with the
technologies and assets of participating companies, we aim to realize mutually beneficial partnerships and develop world-class businesses that raise consumers
awareness of environmental issues.

 

We are calling on all companies, researchers, and experienced individuals
who take climate action seriously and want to step up to the challenge of

developing cutting-edge, never before seen alternative meat products
with us.

Food Tech
Let us know about your innovative approaches in food processing methods, flavoring, the supply and selection of raw materials, and nutritional insights.

Bio Tech
Microalgae, cell culturing and genetic modification technology all hold unbound possibility in the development of new alternative meat products. Talk to us about your
product development ambitions!

Agri Tech
Collaborate with your specialty in IoT, blockchain and agricultural technology to discern new raw material prospects and other potentials to be unlocked

Hard Ware
Utilize your knowledge on machinery and the packing-processing steps to improve the alternative meat production process!

We are open to collaborate with innovative companies, researchers, and individuals even if you do not specialize in alternative meats, if it is in your strong interests to
contribute to the research and development of products which will come out of this program.
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